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Happy, Caring,
Happy, Caring, and Inspiring!
and Inspiring!

Welcome Back!

Junior and Marcella

Samba Workshop in Y6

We were back with a swing last week - quite literally - as Junior and Marcella from the
Ire Steel Pan workshop company treated our children to an assembly to remember—
featuring a variety of music from Bob Marley to Roll Out the Barrel all beautifully
played out on the Steel Pans. There was also a lot of call and response with all the
children (and staff!) joining in. The children were also taught that as many notes could
be played on the Steel Pan as on a piano.
By the end of the assembly Junior and Marcella had the whole hall up and dancing helping to energise us at the start of term.
The assembly was also a way to introduce our whole school ‘wow’ theme for the term
which is ‘Take One Musician’. The idea behind this is that classes will be studying a
composer, group or musical genre and using this to inspire work in other curriculum
areas in addition to Music itself.
Already I have seen (and heard) Samba music in Year 6, David Bowie in Y2 and the Spice
Girls in Year 1. We look forward to hearing more about the children’s learning as they go
through the term.

Curriculum Meetings and Blogs
Thank you to everybody who came to our curriculum meetings this week. I hope that
these gave you lots of useful information about your children’s classes.
This information will also be put up on each class’s blog.
Information will be going out today giving you information about how you can sign up for
class blogs and also for the sports, music and fine motor skills blogs.
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Academic Performance for 2018/19 Academic Year
Below is a round up of our statutory assessment data from last year.
It was another very positive year with our data comparing very well with both national
and county results.
A big thank you to all of our staff for their hard work and also to you for your tremendous
support for your children’s learning.

KS2 Assessment

Garden Fields
(2019)

National (2019)

County (2019)

% achieving expected
standard in all of Reading, Writing and Maths

76.3

64.8

66.6

% achieving higher than
expected standard in all
of Reading, Writing and
Maths

16.9

10.5

13.1

KS2 Reading
% at expected+

83.1

73.2

76.2

Reading
At Greater Depth

42.4

26.9

30.8

Reading
Average Scaled Score

108.1

104.4

105.3

KS2 Writing
(Teacher Assessed)
% at expected+

94.9

78.5

79.2

KS2 Writing
(Teacher Assessed)
% at greater depth

27.1

20.2

24.6

KS2 Grammar
Punctuation and Spelling
(GPS)

84.7

78

79.3

KS2 GPS
At Greater Depth

44.1

35.7

37.1

KS2 GPS
Av. Scaled Score

107.8

106.3

106.7

KS2 Maths
% at expected+

86.4

78.7

79.5

KS2 Maths
At Greater Depth

28.8

26.6

29.3

Maths
Average Scaled Score

106.9

105

105.4

End of Year 6
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KS1 Assessment 2019
KS1
Assessment

School 2019

National 2019

County 2019

78.6

74.9

77.2

34.5

25

31

81

69.2

70.8

26.2

14.8

19.2

83.3

75.6

76.4

36.9

21.7

26.4

Year 1
Phonics Screening

School

National

Hertfordshire

% Children working at
the expected standard

88.8

81.9

83.5

(End of Year 2)
KS1 Reading
% at expected+
Reading
At Greater Depth

KS1 Writing
% at expected+
KS1 Writing
At greater depth

KS1 Maths
% at expected+
KS1 Maths
At Greater Depth

EYFS (Reception) Data 2019
Achieving the Good Level of Development
School 2019

National 2019

Hertfordshire 2019

77

71.9

72.9
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Healthy Schools
We are currently working towards improving our children’s understanding of a healthy
diet as we work towards Ofsted’s new Healthy Schools Rating System.
We have taken a first small step towards this by asking that children bring fruit or
vegtables in for snack time rather than fruit bars etc. as many of these have as much
sugar in as sweets. We do recognise that are many good alternatives and we will be
compiling a list of these with recommendations from some of the nutritionists on our
parent body. These will be sent out to you shortly.
In the summer term we will be having a food and nutrition theme and again hope to host
our now traditional International Food Fair which has become one of our most successful
events!

Scooters
It’s lovely to be having some excellent September weather and for the children to be
taking ‘healthy’ ways to come into school such as on scooters. Please could you
make sure that children dismount and walk with their scooters once they are on the
school premises however. We had a near miss the other day which could have been
very dangerous. Thank you for your cooperation in this matter.

Architects Needed!
We are looking at ways to improve some of our interior spaces as we plan for the
future at Garden Fields.
As we grow in number we wish to further expand space for our pupils in order to give
them ever-better facilities going forward.
If this is an area which you have expertise in then please get in touch by emailing our
school office.
I would be interested to listen to your thoughts!

Dates

For dates and information about our forthcoming
events please go to our website at
https://www.gardenfields.herts.sch.uk/
Have a Great Weekend!

